We introduce several new constructions for perfect periodic autocorrelation sequences and arrays over the unit quaternions. This paper uses both mathematical proofs and computer experiments to prove the (bounded) array constructions have perfect periodic autocorrelation. Furthermore, the first sequence construction generates odd-perfect sequences of unbounded lengths, with good ZCZ.
The quaternions were discovered by the Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 1843. Hamilton was interested in the connection between complex numbers and 2-dimensional geometry. He tried in vain to extend the complex numbers to R 3 , only years later would it be discovered that there is no 3-dimensional normed division algebra. Hamilton's breakthrough came when he extended the complex numbers to 4 dimensions. The quaternions are a 4-dimensional non-commutative division algebra. They can be thought of as an extension of the complex numbers, where
and they multiply as follows (row × column)
Given the quaternions, q 1 = a + bi + cj + dk , where a, b, c, d ∈ R, q 1 = a 1 + b 1 i + c 1 j + d 1 k where a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , d 1 ∈ R, and q 2 = a 2 + b 2 i + c 2 j + d 2 k where a 2 , b 2 , c 2 , d 2 ∈ R, we have
Over the quaternions, the notation
is ambiguous, it could be left division, q 
3
In 2010 Kuznetsov et al. [8] used the known method of taking the product of sequences of coprime lengths to construct a quaternion sequence of length 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 × 16 × 17 × 19 × 23. The sequences of smaller (odd) lengths were found by computer search, and of the form [1, j , s, s r , j , 1, q], where s is a simple quaternion sequence and q = a+bi +cj +dk 2 , where a, b, c, d = ±1. The even length sequence is a Frank sequence [5] of length 16 over 4 roots of unity. Based on the length of the product sequence, Kuznetsov et al. conjectured that these sequences exist for unbounded lengths. We believe this conjecture is questionable. If the product sequences exist for unbounded lengths, then the individual sequences which form the product sequence must exist for unbounded lengths. The longest sequence found by computer search is only of length 23 over an alphabet with 23 members, which far less than the square of the number of members in the sequence alphabet, 529 (see Mow's conjecture in Chapter 1). Stronger evidence for the conjecture could, for example, be the construction of sequences longer than 529 which is not the product of smaller perfect sequences.
In 2012 Acevedo et al. [1] discovered a link between Lee sequences [9] and perfect quaternion sequences of lengths up to 98 which were discovered by the author in 2009 [17] . As the Lee sequences exist for unbounded lengths, the corresponding sequences discovered by the author and subsequently generalised by Acevedo et al. are of unbounded length. While these sequences are over the quaternions, the single appearance of j and no appearance of −j , −k , and k suggests that for long sequences they are best thought of as near -quaternion sequences, as the frequency of each member in the sequence alphabet asymptotically approaches a sequence over 4 roots of unity.
Following the paper of Acevedo et al. [1] , Acevedo and Jolly [2] extended the method of Arasu and de Launey [3] for constructing perfect arrays of unbounded size over 4 roots of unity to quaternions.
In the following constructions we make frequent use of a well-known property of complex numbers. Proof. As i cn = i cn mod 4 , the terms in the summation have a period of 4. Thus
Of course, Lemma 0.2 holds if i is replaced with j , or k . This summation is the quaternion equivalent of the Gaussian sums for roots of unity for perfect sequences. That is, we reduce autocorrelation summations to terms containing this summation in order to show they are perfect. The work presented in this section predates the work of Acevedo et al. [1] (See [17] ).
In 2008 we used the Monash Campus Cluster[12] to perform exhaustive searches for perfect periodic autocorrelation sequences over n-tuples of [−i , i , −j , j , −k , k ]. As cancellation occurs pairwise, perfect sequences over this alphabet only exist for even lengths. The exhaustive searches for small lengths produced many sequences, for example
After looking through hundreds of small length sequences a symmetry was observed; many of the perfect sequences have the structure
, n is odd, and s r is the reverse of s. We refer to s as the sub-sequence of q. Using this symmetry we can cut the search space for a sequence of length n from 6 n to 2 (n−2)/2 , and thus we can find significantly 5 longer sequences.
The q sequences have just a single k , so for long lengths the frequency of each member of the alphabet asymptotically approaches a sequence over 4 roots of unity. With detailed knowledge of this approach to constructing long perfect quaternion sequences, Acevedo and Hall extended this result by noticing a connection to Lee sequences [9] . Acevedo and Hall chose not to reference this work [1] . 6 2 Quaternion sequences with the AOP Over roots of unity, a number of perfect sequence constructions exist which possess the AOP. These include the constructions of Heimiller-Frank [6] [5], Milewski [11] , the generalised sequence construction of Mow [13] , and a construction by the author [4] . The existence of perfect quaternion sequences with the AOP has not been previously considered.
We considered a construction of the form
where f (a, b) and g(a, b) are bivariate polynomials with integer coefficients and c, d are positive integers. The sequence is formed by enumerating row-by-row the array S. The size of the arrays considered were 2 ≤ a, b ≤ 32, such that ab > 16. The integer coefficients of the polynomials and the denominators were less than 13. For each array size, 10 000 randomly selected polynomials and denominators were checked for the AOP.
The results of the search were interesting -one sequence of length 64 was found with the AOP. It was constructed from an array of size 8 × 8 with the index function
The array and sequence is given by
The existence of this sequence is of interest, furthermore the fact that its length is the square of the number of distinct elements in the sequence draws parallels to the HeimillerFrank construction. Based on the search not finding longer sequences with the AOP we make the following conjecture. Proof. The autocorrelation of s for shift τ is given by:
Over the quaternions, we have, (ab)
Over the quaternions, we have, q * = |q| 2 q −1 :
Change coordinates by letting a = q2 n−1 + r:
8 The leftmost summation in (1) is zero for τ odd. Remark 1. For 0 < n < 7, we have confirmed by computer program that Construction I generates perfect sequences. 
Extending Construction I to n ≥ 7 generates good ZCZ sequences.
Example 3.3. Let n = 7, then Construction I generates the following sequence: 4 Arrays of size 2 n × 2 n , for 1 < n < 7
Construction II Let 1 < n < 7, we construct a 2-dimensional array, S = [S a,b ] of size 2 n × 2 n over the unit quaternions:
Remark 2. For 1 < n < 7, we have confirmed by computer program that Construction II generates perfect arrays. Example 4.1. Let n = 4 as in Construction II, then we generate a 16 × 16 perfect array: , for 0 < n < 6
We now state a construction for 4-dimensional arrays over the unit quaternions. 
